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Based on the 3810 characters provided by the Chinese Dialect Survey character 
List, this study makes use of “Series connection methods” (系联法) to analyze the 
character spelling (Fanqie,反切) and character homonym (直音) given by the 
Pronunciation guide (音注) in Zhengzitong (《正字通》), in order to get a clear picture 
of the onsets, rimes and tones of the pronunciations of the author’s speech. As the 
author was brought up in Yinchun, Jiangxi, the results are compared with the present 
Yichun dialect to compare the diachronic changes. On this basis, the reconstruction of 
the Pronunciation guides of Zhengzitong can be achieved. 
The first chapter is Introduction, which gives a brief account of the author and 
the compilation history of the dictionary Zhengzitong. This chapter also summarizes 
the previous works on the Pronunciation guides of Zhengzitong, which shows 
characteristics of the Yichun dialect of Jiangxi. 
Chapter 2 analyses the Phonology of the Pronunciation guides of Zhengzitong. 
The analysis of the onsets and rimes was carried out by the “series connection 
method” by stringing the first and the second characters rtespectively of the character 
spelling listed in the Pronunciation guide. On the classification of the onsets, this 
study combined the Middle Chinese onsets Jing (精) and Zhuang (庄) into one group, 
which agrees with the historical and present conditions of the Yichun dialect. There 
are some important amendments to previous works: the Middle Chinese Onset Ni (泥) 
is reconstructed as dental nasal, Zhi-Zhang (知章) group as postalveolar, etc. As this 
study employs a novel method that is independent of previous works, the 
classification and reconstruction are innovative. Based on the analysis of the onsets 
and rimes, it is also concluded that there are five tones in the Pronunciation guide.  
Chapter 3 collates the Phonology of the Pronunciation guides of Zhengzitong 
after a careful analysis and reconstruction.  
Chapter 4 compares the Phonology of the pronunciation Guide in Zhengzitong and 















Phonology of Zhengzitong and today’s Yichun dialect, it is found that in the past four 
centuries, the Yichun dialect underwent a series of changes common to other Chinese 
dialects such as devoicing, palatalization and loss of onsets, etc. 
Through the present study, it is revealed that the Pronunciation guides of 
Zhengzitong basically reflect the traits of 17th Century Gan dialects. This study thus 
provides a concrete material for the observation of the Gan dialect of the 17th Century, 
and is important for understanding the patterns of diachronic development of the Gan 
dialect or even Chinese as a whole. 
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第一章 绪 论 
 
第一节  关于《正字通》及其作者 
 
《正字通》是明末清初张自烈批评、修正明梅膺祚编辑的《字汇》的训释、
音释而作的一本字书。书成于清康熙九年至十年（1670 年至 1671 年）。全书按







































《 诗 集 》 等 书 对 后 世 有 较 大 影 响 ， 而 尤 以 《 正 字 通 》 影 响 著
（yc.jxcn.cn/zjyc/rwyc/）。 
 




















































































- - - - - + 
精庄合并 - + + + -* + 
山咸两摄合
并 
+ + - + - + 
臻梗曾深四
摄合并 
- + - + - + 
平分阴阳；
上去不分 
+ - - - - + 
浊上呈现归
去的趋势 
+ + + + + + 
只保留一个
入声 
- - - + - + 
 


















































第三节  前人研究的回顾 
 
















































































































第二章  《正字通》音注的音系分析 
 








“邦”（9）、“卑”（1）、“北”（2）、“丙”（5），共计 113 字。 
在全部 113 字中，基本上是全清唇音字，即帮组字，例外只有並母字 7 个，









（10），共计 137 字。 
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